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''CONFIDENTIAL
THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

WASHINGTON, D,C. 20301

THE JOINT STAFF

DJSM-999;..69'
26 June 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
.(INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS)

Subject :.Pacification Measures in .vietnam (D)
/ i-~·~/:·/··;

1. (U) This is in response to your memorandum t.othe
Chairman, .Joint Chiefs of Staff, subj ect: Pacification
Measures in Vietnam, dated 25 June 1969, requesting
Jolnt .Staff comments on the critlcism corrt af.ne d in the
enclosure thereto.

2., (C) No issue is taken with the young, former
officer's empirical observations during his Vietnam tour.
It is recognized that during the period July 1967-July 1968,
there was little progress on the part of the .GVN in coordi-
nating a nation-wide cohesive effort in targeting and
eliminating the Viet Cong Infrastructure (VCI). Further,
it is recognized that there has b~en and will continue to
be a natural tendency on the part of individuals to "err 'j
on the side of optimism."

3; (C) If is believed, however, that although serious
'problems remain, the PHOENIX/PHUNG HOANG Program (at tack /-

on the VCI).hasmade significant progress during the past!
~__year- Attenti.on is directed to the fact that the most Ii

significant .improvements were initiated subsequent to the 1/
departure of the individual who made these. criticisms. "
Further, there are continuing efforts to improve the quality
of US advisors and reporting systems in all aspects of US
pacification support .t o the GVN.

4. (U) As a general comment on t.he criticism concerning
the "validity of the r aw data.which originates at the grass
roots level," it should be noted that on pacification reports
from the field, advisors at each level are encouraged to
provide narrative comments on data provided.

5. eU) Summarized in subsequent paragraphS are highlights
on the program of the war against the VCI. Included are
comments on the significant problem areas.
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.6. (e) TheGVN did not fully commit itself to the I

attack on the.Viet Cong Infrastructure until July 1968. {i
Since that time th~re has been a steady improvement in I
PHUNG HOANG organizational and operational efficiency (i!
pLus, a .concomitantincrease in neutralizations. Barring
a reversal in the political fortunes of President Nguyen
Van Thieu's government, there are reasons to believe .that
th~favorab~e trend will continue. The most significant I
single step in 1968 was the signing of the PHOENIX/PHUNG
HOANG directive by President Thieu in July, thereby placing
the president's personal emphasis behind the program to
neutralize the VCI. By early March 1969, District
Intelligence and Operations Cbordinating Centers (DIOCC's)
h~d been establish~d in all of the active districts in the
country. HOwever, many of the DIOCC's are undermanned and
lack GVN command emphasis at the local level.

7.(0) During 1968, slightly less than 16,000 VCI were
neutralized. (captured, rallied, or killed). Of these
neutralizations, approximately 82 percent w~re village/
hamlet .level VCI. Added as an enclosure are detailed
comments on the progress of the PHOENIX/PHUNG HOANG Program
during 1968. . .

. 8. (C)'The criticism concerning the difficulty in
identifying who is and who is not a member of the vcr is
well taken. During February 1969, more stringent criteria
were applied in the identification of personnel neutralized
under the PHOENIX Program. Under these new criteria,
commo-liaison agents, sappers, armed propaganda personnel,

.and substantial numbers of hamlet and village level cadre
who h~d previously been considered as VCI, no longer

;---~ualify as such. Most of these are now carried as VC
supporters. This refinement has resulted in lowering the
reported number of VCI neutralizations for the month of
February to 1,230 ~n comparison with 2,393 in January.
The new criteria are jointly agreed on by the US and GVN
and should reduce discrepancies in reporting of
neutralizations. However, the.apparent drop in neutralizations
due to th~ new criteria could become a source or a
misunderstanding concerning the progress of the program.

9. (e) Current report~ indicate that during April,
PHUNG HOANG operations accounted for 1,795 VCI -- up
21 percent over March.

a. In addition, 6,573 VC supporters, guerrillas and
soldiers were neutralized tiompared to 2,991 in these
categories in March. However, for the first time each
district reported on these non-VCI categories. Previously,
only province and corps level estimates were available.
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Hence, better reporting probably accounts for most of
the increase. Despit~ modest improvement in results,
the PHUNG HOANG .Program stLLl lacks aggres sive and
contLnuousccommand emphasis by GVN, and in some areas
insufficient resources are applied. In a few provinces,
Quang Nam andPhong Dinh for example, interest by the
province chief an~ other officials together with
applicati.onof substantial resources. against large -
targets. have produced significant results. ..

b.- The permanence or duration of neutralization of
captured VCl. is presently indeterminable due to the
lack of a working GVN prisoner accountability system
and premature release of captured VCI prior to sen-
tencing.Steps are underway to remedy this problem.
10 .. (C) On balance, many of the criticisms leveled have _.

a true ring. Many reports. from the field may have, in /~
fact, an aura of optimism; and .without .adoubt, the .:»:
US advisor's Vietnamese counterpart has a significant
influence on what the advisor reports. It is recognized
that opinions and criticisms of young officers are valuable
and do have a significant influence on decisions at higher
levels. None tihe Less , the maj or areas of criticism by this .~
individual pertained to the period in which the PHOENIX/ ~
PHUNG HOANG Program was in a rudimentary state of develop--
ment. In summary, the PHOENIX/PHUNG HOANG Program
represents only one aspect of Pacification. The indicators
of progress of Pacification represent a correlation of
many aspects;inc.luding:

a. Population security, without which no progress
can be made.

b. Effectiveness of ..the Revolutionary Development
Cadre ..

c. Development of social, political, and economic
institutions within the count:ryside.

d. Morale of the people as reflected in the Chieu
Hoi Program (showing VC defectors).

<e. Progress of the PHOENIX/PHUNG HOANG Program.
f. Parti~ipation and performance of the people in

carrying out their desire to defend themselves (the
People~s Self Defense Forces).

3
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. g. Increasing effectiveness of those who provide
population security, namely the Regional and Popular
Forces (RF/PF).

Since most of these correlations do not involve the aggre-
gation of precise numerical values, strong confidence

.cannot be attached to such values where provided. However,
relatively high confidence can be attach~d to the trends
indicated by these measurements.
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ENCLOSURE

Data on infrastructure neutralizations during 1968 are
presented in the attached chart. Several trends are
notable for these data:.

1. Twosignii:Lcant jumps in neutralizations occurred
during the year. The first was in March, in the aftermath
of Tet, when the number of VCl neutralized rose from
around 500 a month to around 1,300. This monthly level
remained fairly steady with some minor drop from March
through September, Another significant jump occurred
in November as a result of the Accelerated Pacification
Campaign (APC), when the level of eliminations rose to
around 2,300 a month. The January figure (2,393) contin-
ued, the November-December level through to the end of
the APC.

2..The trend of the four quarters showed an increase in
the percent of neutralizations due to killing or rallying
of VCI and a decline in the percent due to capturing.

3. Although.overall some 82% of the neutralizations
during the year were hamlet and village level cadre, the
trend showed a general tendency toward the neutralization
of higher level personnel during the year. Thus during
the first quarter some 89% of the neutralizations were
hamlet and village level cadre, while during the fourth
quarter 79% were from this level. It is notable that
hamlet level neutralizations o:utnumbered village level
almost two to one during the first quarter, but that py

·--..--the fourth quarter there were more village than hamlet
VCI neutralized.

Enclosure
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CHAR'l'
VC I'NFRfl.STRUCTUHENEUTRALIZfI.'l'IONS1968

Monthly Neutralizations j

Jan 488 Apr 1,295 Jul. 1,291 Oct 1,1159
Feb 540 May 1,271 Aug 1,117 Nov 2,338·Mar 1,323 Jun 1,161 . Sep 1,121 Dee 2,372
Method of Neutralizat1on,

lstQ 2ndQ 3rdQ '. 4thQ Total
Killed 289 422 424 1,120 2,255(12%) ';(11%) 02%) (18%) (111%)
Captured 1,807 2,972 2,556 3,955 11,290

t 77%) ,,(80%) (72%) (64%) (72%)
Rallied 255 333 549' 1,094 2,231

(10%) ( 9%) (16%) 08%) Oll %)

Total 2,351 3,727 3,529 6,169 15,776
,:'.

Level of Neutralization------
Hamlet 1,382 1,586 .1,511 2,260 6;739

(59%) (43%) (43%) (37%) (43% )
Village 717 1;527 1,378 2,598 6,220

(30%) (41%) <39% ) (42%) (39~;)
District 172 544 361 529 1,606

( 7%) 05%) 00%) ( 9%) 00%)
Province 80 70 279 260 689

( 3%) 2%). ( 8%) ( 4%) (4%)
City* 522 522

( .8,%) (·3%)
Total 2,351 3,727 3,529 6,169 15,7"(6

• Reported for the firSt time in.Nove~ber,

'-----.


